You Can Zoom!

Creating a Professional Presentation on Remote Technology
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• Using pro gear as a webcam
Affordable lighting option

(3 Packs) VILTROX vl-200 Light 30W Bi-Color 3300K-5600K Studio Lights Kit with Stand,CRI 95+ Wide Angel LED Photography Lighting for Video Shooting

Price: $199.99 ✓prime & FREE Returns

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.

- Kit Includes: (3)Bi-color LED Video Light with hot shoe adapter, (3)Power Adapter, (3)Power Cable, (3)26inches-75inches Adjustable Light Stand,(1) Remote Controller (1) carrying bag. Note: Battery is NOT Included.
- Dimmable & Energy Efficient . 3300K (Yellow)-5600K (White) Bi-color, 20%-100% brightness adjustment , 30W/2350LM .Eye-Care, Zero-Radiation, No dark area, No ghosting, No glaring, No harsh to Eyes.
- 2.4 GHz LCD wireless remote control: it has a smart button to easily adjust brightness, CH and color temperature from 3300K to 5600K within 20 meters distance of camera video light.
- Excellent Compatibility: come with 1/4” hot shoe adapter ,you can easily attach it onto DV, Camera, tripod and light bracket. With HD LCD screen to make operation more convenient and accurate.
- With Carrying Bag : allows you to carry it for indoor and outdoor photography conveniently, without worrying about the effect of distance, time limitation or weather. 22mm ultra-thin design ensures it take up less space in your knapsack.
UPPING YOUR GAME

These are suggestions representing categories of gear. The choices were made with start-up podcasting in mind.

• Entry level mirrorless with Micro HDMI out

Panasonic LUMIX G7
Mirrorless Camera with 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 Lens (Silver) and Rode Microphones On-Camera Mic (2 Items)

by Panasonic

Price: $497.99 & FREE Shipping

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.

Not eligible for Amazon Prime.

Color: Silver

$497.99

$497.99

• BUNDLE INCLUDES: Panasonic LUMIX G7 Mirrorless Camera with 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 Lens and Rode Microphones On-Camera Mic with Rycote Lyre Shock Mount
• AUTO FOCUSING: The LUMIX G7 utilizes Panasonic’s exclusive Depth-From-Defocus
• My preferred green screen. No wrinkle. Stretches well.

Westcott 130 9 x 10 Feet Green Screen Backdrop Wrinkle Resistant

by Westcott

Price: $74.90 prime
& FREE Returns

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.

- 8 oz/ sq yard, 100% seamless cotton, one rod pocket on the top for use with background support system (not included)
• Micro HDMI and 18' HDMI

BlueRigger Micro HDMI to HDMI Cable (10 Feet, 4K 60Hz Ultra HD, Black)
by BlueRigger

Price: $11.99 prime & FREE Returns

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.

Size: 10 Feet

- 3 Feet: $8.99 prime
- 6 Feet: $10.99 prime
- 10 Feet: $11.99 prime
- 15 Feet: --

- NOT a Micro USB cable and NOT compatible with smartphones. Connect your Micro-HDMI Compatible Digital Cameras, Tablets to your HDTV
- Fully Shielded, durable 32 Gauge Premium grade cable provides flexibility and ease of use

Top Dog Cables - TD-03BKBL - Gold Premium 18’ High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet - Black/Blue - 3D HD PS3 4 XBOX One 360 DVD TV Blu Ray
by Top Dog Cables

Price: $10.95 prime & FREE Returns

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.

Size: 18'

- 3' $3.99 prime
- 4' $4.99 prime
- 5' $4.99 prime
- 6' $4.99 prime
- 8' $4.99 prime
- 9' $4.99 prime
- 10' $4.99 prime
- 12' $4.99 prime
- 18' $4.99 prime

- 18 Foot High Speed HDMI Cable 10.2 gbps / 340 MHz Supports up to 240Hz Refresh Rates and 48-Bit Deep Color
- Compatible with devices such as LCD/LED Televisions, Blu-Ray Players, DVD Players, PS4, PS3, XBOX ONE, XBOX 360, Wii U & more
- Supports advanced features such as 3D, Ethernet Channel, Audio Return Channel, Dolby, TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio
- Supports resolutions 720p, 1080i, 1080p and beyond
- ROHS Compliant - HDMI Certified | Black and Blue in Color
• Any microphone to get beyond ear buds or no buds

( I am using the cheap DeWise because it works with phone and computer but for ZOOM it needs an adapter to make it a USB microphone )

The question to answer is whether to run audio through your camera or go straight USB

Audio connected to your camera will run down the HDMI line
• “Video Capture” is the generic name for HDMI to USB
  Carries video AND audio

Mirabox Capture Card, 4K
30FPS, HD 1080P 60FPS, USB3.0
HDMI Game Video Capture Card with Mic Input and HDMI Passthrough - Compatible with Windows, Linux, macOS, OBS Streaming for PS3, PS4, Xbox Wii U

by Mirabox

247 ratings
245 answered questions

Price: $119.99
Business Price: $118.79 & FREE Shipping
You Save: $1.20 (1%)

Buy more, save more

2 units: $117.59
10 units: $113.99 LOWEST PRICE
Save 2%
Save 5%

Earn up to $225 in savings with the Amazon Business Prime American Express Card. Terms apply.
• A couple other adapters I use

Anker USB C Hub
[Upgraded], 5-in-1 USB C Adapter with 4K USB C to HDMI, Ethernet Port, 3 USB 3.0 Ports, for MacBook Pro, iPad Pro, XPS, Pixelbook, and More

Official GoPro product. Works with my Hero 7 Black.

I do like this one. 3 USB in and more.
• SUMMARY

Short of just using all your pro cameras, lighting, and mics along with video capture devices, some of these suggestions will get you a higher quality Zoom look.

With the three various HDMI to USB capture adapters I have, I run two cameras and a computer. Zoom is very friendly for swapping out inputs, both camera and audio. And, you can stay with one audio and change to any video input.

Good luck,
SD Media Pros